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A short introduction
This report contains an overview of the analysis made
on your data. We have based the analysis on our state
of the art analy c pipeline designed to give you the best
founda on for understanding your data.
Reading guide
A few ps to ensure the best understanding of the
analysis:
1. The report func ons as a walk-through, where every
page shows a result of the analysis or pre-analysis.
2. Results are displayed by either a table or a ﬁgure followed by a thorough descrip on.
3. You can always examine the original ﬁle. For each ﬁgure or table shown in the analysis, we have integrated
the ‘Pathﬁnder.’ It lets you know where to ﬁnd the shown
object in the compressed ﬁle received. Example of such
is displayed below:
”Figures/Mean log2 (Expression) across samples
histogram.pdf”
Explained: The “Mean log2 (Expression) across samples
histogram.pdf” can be located in the ﬁgures-folder provided in the compressed ﬁle.

Example of ”compressed ﬁle”
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Thank you for choosing us
We appreciate the conﬁdence you have placed in
us, and we look forward to providing you with the
best possible service in the future.
Best regards
The Biogenity team
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“The goal is to turn data into informa on,
and informa on into insight.”
– Carly Fiorina
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Transforma on overview.pdf

Data distribu on and Transforma on
The data was ﬁltered, so only proteins with at least 2
unique pep de were included. Log2 transforma on is
a commonly used method in proteomics to increase the
number of expressions following a normal distribu on,
which is preferred. Normal distribu on is o en a requirement for some tools in data science used to analyze
proteomic data. To test if transforma on would increase
the number of expressions that followed a normal distribu on, a Shapiro Wilk normality test was performed for
each expression before and a er transforma on.
Figures A and C are histograms of the mean expression of
the diﬀerent proteins in the original data and log2 transformed data, respec vely. Figures B and D are bar charts
showing the number of expressions for which a normal
distribu on could be rejected using the Shapiro Wilk normality test. As depicted in the ﬁgure above, the normal-
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ity test showed that most variables followed a normal
distribu on. The normal distribu on could be rejected
for 425 proteins before log2 transforma on and 1848
a er log2 transforma on. A er log2 transforma on, a
higher number of protein expressions were rejected from
following a normal distribu on. Thus, data was not log2
transformed before further processing.
The individual plots and this ﬁgure (combined plots) can
be found in the Figures folder.
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/UpSet diagram.pdf

Unique Iden ﬁca ons
The iden ﬁca on of unique proteins within a single
group can poten ally indicate actual diﬀerences between the groups. Owing to the nature of mass spectrometers, proteins can be missing due to chance. Thus,
the evalua on of unique iden ﬁca ons should be based
on their abundance, their biological func on, and the
missingness in the dataset as a whole. The iden ﬁca ons
should be treated as poten al targets, that are iden ﬁed
in a less stringent manner than the targets that are stas cally signiﬁcant.

known as an Upset plot which displays the various overlaps between diﬀerent groups (The lower dots and lines),
and how many proteins are in the diﬀerent combina ons
of overlaps (The upper bar chart). It is an alterna ve to
Venn diagrams as it provides an improved overview when
comparing mul ple groups. In this analysis 6203 idenﬁca ons were found and 86 were iden ﬁed as being
unique.
Venn diagrams (color and greyscale) and Upset diagrams
can be found in the Figures folder.

The unique iden ﬁca ons within groups were determined as uniquely iden ﬁed when the proteins were
iden ﬁed in at least half of the samples within a group,
and completely missing in another group.
The ﬁndings are illustrated in the plot above. This plot is
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/PCA of data with Group annota on.pdf

Data visualiza on with Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis is an excellent approach
to improve the interpretability of large datasets. This
method reduces the dimensionality of such large
datasets with minimal loss of informa on by conver ng
possibly correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables that consecu vely maximize variance.
The number of Principal Components (PC) is the same as
the number of variables in our dataset. The PCs are calculated in such a way that PC1 will represent the largest
possible variance in the dataset. PC2 is calculated as accoun ng for the next largest variance while uncorrelated
with PC1 and so on for all the PCs. This analysis is useful in the visualiza on of strong pa erns among subjects
and poten al outliers. PC1 and PC2 are plo ed in the
ﬁgure above. The respec ve percentage of variability for
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PC1 and PC2 are displayed in brackets.
This PCA plot was also constructed in an interac ve form.
Both plots can be found in the Figures folder.
Outlier iden ﬁca on was performed under the assumpon that outlier presence would aﬀect the total sum of
expression intensi es in each sample. Using a convenience func on, poten al outliers were detected based
on the median absolute devia on. Thus, samples that
presented values greater than 3 median absolute deviaons away from the median were considered outliers. 2
outliers were found.
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Outlier overview.pdf

Outlier analysis and ﬁltra on
All outliers were iden ﬁed and plo ed (Figure A). The
iden ﬁed outliers were ﬁltered before a new PCA analysis was performed (Figure B). The plot with the outlier
overview can be found in the Figures folder.
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Kmeans clusters of data with Group annota on.pdf

Par

oning Around Medoid - K-means clustering

K-means clustering is a method frequently used in clustering analysis. The results of this clustering analysis are
presented in the ﬁgure above, including the Group annota ons. This clustering method takes a divisive (topdown) approach to generate clusters. Brieﬂy, all points
start oﬀ belonging to a single cluster, and subsequently,
clusters are merged by looking at the distances between
each observa on and ﬁxed points.

ters present on the dataset. The op mal number of clusters for each dataset can be determined by performing a
silhoue e analysis. To measure the distances between
samples, the Euclidean method was used. Silhoue e
analysis (search for op mal number of clusters) was performed for 1-10 clusters in order to determine the best
number of clusters to describe the data. The ellipses illustrate the samples inside a 95% conﬁdence interval for
each cluster, if any.

Cluster analysis was performed using Par oning Around
Medoids (PAM), which is a more robust K-means cluster- K-means clusters (both with Group and Sample annotaing version as it is less sensi ve to outliers. PAM is an ons) can be found in the Figures folder.
unsupervised machine learning algorithm that searches
for k representa ve points (medoids) along the data set
and constructs the clusters by designa ng each observa on in the dataset to the nearest medoid. The Kmeans method does not determine the number of clus-
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Ward clusters of data with Group annota on.pdf

Ward clustering
A complementary clustering method is hierarchical clustering, such as the Ward method illustrated as a dendrogram above. This method is known as a bo om-up
method which ini ally considers all datapoints to be a
cluster of their own. From there, it merges the points
into clusters by the rule that it minimizes the within cluster variance as measured by the Euclidian distance. The
length of the ver cal branches indicates how similar the
clusters are. Thus, clusters that have a short ver cal line
before merging with another cluster exhibit a higher degree of similarity compared to clusters that have a longer
line prior to merging.

of 0.31 means that a speciﬁc cluster appeared in 310 of
the 1000 samplings. The AU u lizes a diﬀerent sampling
and scaling version of BP which is more unbiased than
the BP. Clusters with an AU equal to or higher than 0.95
are marked by a red square and are considered highly robust.
Ward clusters were built both with Group and Sample annota ons and can be found in the Figures folder. Interacve Heat Maps were also constructed to graphically represent the data. These can be found in the Figures folder
as well.

The plot contains two p-values: the red Approximately
Unbiased (AU) and the green Bootstrap Probability (BP)
values. Essen ally, these two values are based on sampling the data in diﬀerent ways 1000 mes. Thus, a value
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Tables/Sta s cs.txt

Overview of regula ons
To ensure high stringency, the proteins were ﬁltered
prior to sta s cal tes ng. Only proteins that were idenﬁed in at least half of the samples of a single sample
group were included in the analysis. Each protein expression was tested for normal distribu on by the ShapiroWilk test.
If the Shapiro-Wilk test returned a p-value below 0.05,
which means that the residuals are normally distributed,
then a parametric test such as Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) test, followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test can be
applied. Conversely, if the residuals were not normally
distributed (p-value ≤ 0.05), then a non-parametric test
such as the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (referred to as
Wilcox test in the report) was applied. In the sta s cal
result spreadsheets, provided in the Tables folder, the
recommended test to use according to the p-values obtained in the Shapiro-Wilk test is noted in the “Recommended sta s cal test” column.
In total, 18351 comparisons were made, 1407 of which
had a p-value below or equal to 0.05. Due to the large
number of comparisons, correc on for mul ple comparisons was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 725 proteins retained an adjusted p-value equal
to or below 0.05, 721 of which were regulated by more
than 30%, and 508 had an absolute log2 fold change
higher or equal to 1. The regula ons are distributed
across 3 group comparisons (Cell line Y vs Cell line X, Cell
line Z vs Cell line X, Cell line Z vs Cell line Y).
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Volcano plot/Volcano plot of Cell line Y vs Cell line X sta s cal comparison.pdf

Volcano plot
For each comparison, a Volcano plot has been made like In the plot above 205 proteins were signiﬁcantly upreguthe one illustrated above for Cell line Y vs Cell line X. P- lated and 22 proteins were signiﬁcantly downregulated.
values were adjusted for mul ple comparisons using the
An interac ve version of the volcano plot was also conBenjamini-Hochberg procedure.
structed. This ﬁgure and the interac ve version can be
In the Volcano plot, the dashed ver cal lines represent found in the Figures/Volcano plot folder.
the threshold for an absolute log2 fold change of one.
The horizontal dashed line depicts where the unadjusted
p-value is equal to 0.05. All the expressions that do not
register an absolute log2 fold change equal or greater
than one and an adjusted p-value < 0.05 are represented
by the grey dots. The blue dots represent the expressions
with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 and a log2 fold change <
-1, if any. Likewise, red dots represent the expressions
with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 and a log2 fold change >
1.
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You can ﬁnd the ﬁgure at:
Cell_study analysis/Figures/Box-Plots/Box plot of A0A075B6P5.pdf

Box plot
The rela ve protein expression for each iden ﬁed pro- the plots. “*“ stands for p-values <= 0.05; “**“ stands
tein across sample groups was plo ed in Box-plots. The for p-values <=0.01, “***“ stands for p-values <= 0.001
constructed box plots for all rela ve protein expressions and “****“ stands for p-values <= 0.0001.
can be found in the folder Figures/Box-Plots.
Box-plots containing the informa on about all the perThe ﬁgure above, a box-plot of A0A075B6P5 is one ex- formed sta s cal tests were plo ed and can be found in
ample of a box-plot that can be found in the folder. The the folder Figures/Box-Plots.
sample groups are plo ed in the x-axis, and the rela ve
protein expression is plo ed on the y-axis. The area inside the box represents the percen le Interquar le range
(IQR), and the bold line inside the box corresponds to the
median. The whiskers above and below the box represent 1.5 mes the IQR. Values outside of this range are
considered outliers and are represented as circles.
Sta s cal signiﬁcance in the diﬀerences of rela ve protein expression between groups is also represented in
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Thank you for choosing Biogenity
We appreciate the conﬁdence you have placed in us by choosing Biogenity for your omics study.
We are dona ng 15 trees in your name to the Amazon rainforest to acknowledge and celebrate
our collabora on.

Partnering with One Tree Planted
The amazon rainforest is the host for the largest variety of species in the world, but it is
threatened by deforesta on. Deforesta on, in general, contributes to increased CO 2 emissions,
and 80,000 hectares of forest disappear from the Earth every day. More than 28,000 animal
species will be ex nct in 25 years if we con nue this development, and the Amazon rainforest
will be gone. We need to act now to try to rescue Earth’s evolu onal catalyzer.
Biogenity believes that we must counteract deforesta on by plan ng new and preserving
exis ng forests, which also counteract some of the arising factors of the climate crisis. We know
that we will not solve all climate problems or secure the Amazon rainforest by ourselves.
However, we believe that many kind-hearted acts will form a greener future and a hope for the
Earth’s ecosystem.
This is why we donate trees for reforesta on of the Amazon rainforest for every complete work
order using our partner One Tree Planted. Every me you receive a report on your data, we will
a ach a cer ﬁcate showing how many trees we planted in the Amazon rainforest in honor of
your project.
Let’s help each other preserve the Earth to create a be er future for genera ons to come.
Kindly,
The Biogenity Team

15 Trees Planted in the Amazon Rainforest
THE PRESENT CERTIFICATE IS AWARDED TO PRIVILEGED AND DISTINGUISHED PARTNERS
OF ONE TREE PLANTED WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS HAVE BEEN AND CONTINUE TO BE,
ESSENTIAL TO THE REFORESTATION, CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION OF FORESTS
AROUND THE WORLD.

June 17, 2022
DATE
YOU CHANGED THE WORLD

PRESENTED BY
CEO of Biogenity
Certificate id: #Phospho DEMO
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